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Report on Awareness

Under the aegis of Azadi Ka Amrit 
Scheme (NSS) Unit of the College has scheduled the various activities/programmes from 
to 15th August, 2022 in run up to the Independence D
cleanliness drive was organised 
at 10:45 am and witnessed the participation of around 36 NSS volunteers and members f
the faculty. NSS Programme Officer, Dr Safeer Ahmed B
rationale of the drive especially about the plastic waste free environment and clean and green 
campus. The volunteers were galvanized to sensitise the other fellow students of the college 
to not litter the campus and ensure the proper use of dustbins.

Volunteers led by NSS team l
identified the spots which need
campus clean and hygienic. Stacks of garbage had piled up in the entire area. The drive was 
kick-started by the Principal of the College, Prof. (Dr.) Manzoor Ahmad Lone and
volunteers began collecting the garbage in the dustbins. The volunteers were divided into 
different teams and each team was assigned to ensure the proper cleanliness of the particular 
blocks which included the Administration Block, S
Girls Common Room Block, HS Block
campus was cleaned of the trash and plastic. There was a visible improvement in the s
which now looked cleaner and more hygienic. The dustbins containing the trash were later 
emptied in the garbage trucks of Kulgam Municipal Committee. Furthermore, all the 
volunteers vowed to work for the environmental hygiene.
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Report on Awareness-cum-Cleanliness Drive on 3rd August, 2022

Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav and Har Ghar Tiranga
ollege has scheduled the various activities/programmes from 

August, 2022 in run up to the Independence Day celebrations. In this regard a 
nised on August 3, 2022 in the College campus. The drive started 

at 10:45 am and witnessed the participation of around 36 NSS volunteers and members f
the faculty. NSS Programme Officer, Dr Safeer Ahmed Bhat concisely talked about the 

specially about the plastic waste free environment and clean and green 
campus. The volunteers were galvanized to sensitise the other fellow students of the college 
to not litter the campus and ensure the proper use of dustbins. 

Volunteers led by NSS team leader, and the supervision of Mr. Iftikar Ahmad Pall, first
identified the spots which needed cleanliness and talked to various students to keep the 
campus clean and hygienic. Stacks of garbage had piled up in the entire area. The drive was 

the Principal of the College, Prof. (Dr.) Manzoor Ahmad Lone and
volunteers began collecting the garbage in the dustbins. The volunteers were divided into 
different teams and each team was assigned to ensure the proper cleanliness of the particular 

uded the Administration Block, Science Block, Arts Block, New Block, 
oom Block, HS Block, Playground, Parks, and the Canteen area. The entire 

campus was cleaned of the trash and plastic. There was a visible improvement in the s
which now looked cleaner and more hygienic. The dustbins containing the trash were later 
emptied in the garbage trucks of Kulgam Municipal Committee. Furthermore, all the 
volunteers vowed to work for the environmental hygiene.  
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 Date: 03-08-2022 

August, 2022 

Har Ghar Tiranga, National Service 
ollege has scheduled the various activities/programmes from 1st  

celebrations. In this regard a 
ollege campus. The drive started 

at 10:45 am and witnessed the participation of around 36 NSS volunteers and members from 
hat concisely talked about the 

specially about the plastic waste free environment and clean and green 
campus. The volunteers were galvanized to sensitise the other fellow students of the college 

and the supervision of Mr. Iftikar Ahmad Pall, first 
cleanliness and talked to various students to keep the 

campus clean and hygienic. Stacks of garbage had piled up in the entire area. The drive was 
the Principal of the College, Prof. (Dr.) Manzoor Ahmad Lone and NSS 

volunteers began collecting the garbage in the dustbins. The volunteers were divided into 
different teams and each team was assigned to ensure the proper cleanliness of the particular 

, Arts Block, New Block, 
anteen area. The entire 

campus was cleaned of the trash and plastic. There was a visible improvement in the site 
which now looked cleaner and more hygienic. The dustbins containing the trash were later 
emptied in the garbage trucks of Kulgam Municipal Committee. Furthermore, all the 

                                                                                     



 

 



 

 

 



 

 

  


